Proven Solutions for
Automotive Dealerships
YOU R VE H I CLE F OR S U CCE S S
In the ultra-competitive world of buying, selling
and servicing automobiles, auto dealerships must improve
customer service levels, reach potential customers effectively
and enhance the car-buying experience in order to capture
more market share. Effective communication tools are an
essential key to addressing these needs and growing a
successful dealership.
Inter-Tel’s solutions can help your dealership:
■

Deliver exceptional customer service

■

Facilitate the mobility of your resources

■

Streamline front office operations

■

Reduce business expenses

■

Provide convenient services for your busy customers

FIND INSIDE
Unified Communicator ®
Inter-Tel Model 8601
Applications Platform
Campaign Dialer
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Solution: Provide your associates with a tool that enables
them to control their communications, allowing callers to
reach them no matter where they are

Solution: Facilitate the mobility of team members with
wireless endpoints
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Inter-Tel’s Unified Communicator provides many practical

■

uses for busy professionals such as:
■
■
■

■
■

Automatically forward specific calls to other
associates when you’re with a customer
Receive urgent calls from a particular customer
or manager—no matter where you are
Enable or disable routing rules, initiate calls,
record customized greetings for individual
callers and more via speech recognition or
touchtone when you’re on-the-move

■

■
■

Inform your staff of your availability (e.g., at
lunch, out of the office, Do-Not-Disturb)

■

Access your address book and speed-dial
customers, addressing business matters quickly

■

Receive and initiate calls from your wireless
handheld while mobile within your facility’s
802.11b environment—never miss an important
sales or service call
Connect your prospects to their sales associates
without the usual delays associated with a mobile
sales force
Access convenient phone system features such
as hold, transfer, forward and conference
Speed-dial customers and contacts, view a call
log of missed calls and quickly retrieve voice
mail messages while away from your desk
Increase the level of customer service you
provide by quickly responding to customer needs
Access pertinent voice and data information
while on-the-go

WHAT THEY SAY
“The wireless voice solution, running on the data
infrastructure, was another tangible benefit for
deploying voice over IP. Most importantly, the
solution—combining applications, hardware and
wireless—makes us a more responsive and
efficient company, which in our business,
is the foundation for success.”
—Bill Freund, Information Technology Manager for DAA,
Draexlmaier Automotive of America (DAA)

Dealership Management Solutions
Automotive dealerships receive a high volume
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Solution: Implement a flexible Interactive Voice Response
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Applications Platform: IVR is a flexible platform that
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requested or to a live representative.
Inter-Tel’s Campaign Dialer can enhance your business’s
Inter-Tel’s Application Platform offers rapid return on
investment by:
■

■
■
■

bottom line by:
■

Increasing employee productivity by eliminating
the need for administrative staff to answer
repetitive questions or process routine calls

■

Providing your customers with 24/7 access to
information and services

■

Reducing the need to add customer support
staff for peak hours

Automatically dialing outbound call lists
to renew leases or schedule service
appointments
Screen-popping called-party information,
increasing the efficiency of your staff
Storing key contact and demographic
information for future reference,
generating new sales leads

Routing calls to the appropriate personnel
or department

“We were able to seamlessly integrate five different buildings on 20 acres of property to
reach our key people: sales, service and managers. These associates are immediately accessible
to receive and return calls to both internal and external clientele. Another import factor was
to cut down on overhead paging, which can be a distraction during the sales process.”
—Donnie Geron, Administrative Manager, Sewell Lexus, Dallas, TX

AD D ITI ONAL COST-E FFE CTIVE
S OLUTI ON S FR OM I NTE R-TE L
Inter-Tel offers numerous other communications
solutions, enabling automotive dealerships to reduce
expenses, reach more customers and improve the way
their associates communicate. These solutions can help
your dealership:
■
■
■

■
■

■

Network multiple locations together,
eliminating long distance expenses
Facilitate mobility of associates with
digital and IP wireless phone solutions
Eliminate overhead paging and process
client calls quickly with front office
attendant software
Access real-time and historical reports
for inbound and outbound call traffic
Unify messages such as, voice mails,
faxes and e-mails, for a consolidated
view of important messages
Enable an automated attendant to answer,
transfer, forward and direct calls to appropriate
departments or personnel—24/7
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